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July 29, 2014

Dear Customer,

On July 10, 2014, we sent you a letter, sharing with you that the staff of the Arizona Corporation 
Commission (ACC) had recommended that EPCOR conduct a review of wastewater rate structures 
and scenarios. On July 22, 2014, the ACC voted to approve that recommendation, ordering EPCOR to 
provide information on three different rate design options for wastewater:

• Full consolidation, or bringing all of our wastewater customers together as one district,

• Full deconsolidation, or further separating out the current Agua Fria district into smaller service 
areas, and

• Bringing Anthem and Agua Fria back together as one district, or re-consolidating these two districts.

It’s important that our customers understand that your current rates for service are in full compliance 
with ACC decisions, and that this is not a request submitted by EPCOR to increase rates. Instead, this is 
a review of how wastewater rates might look if our districts were consolidated or deconsolidated.

We do not have the rates under these scenarios calculated yet to determine what changes this would 
mean for our customers, and what the magnitude of those changes might be. Over the long term, 
we believe that everyone could benefit from predictable, uniform rate structures, reduced regulatory 
expenses and increased efficiencies that would result from consolidation. 

We are pleased to support the ACC as it reviews this important issue, and we’re working quickly to 
respond to the ACC by August 8. The ACC will review the information, beginning with a Procedural 
Conference held 7-10 calendar days after August 8. The Procedural Conference will be held at the 
Arizona Corporation Commission’s offices, located at 1200 W. Washington Street in Phoenix, Arizona. 
Once scheduled, the date and time of that Procedural Conference will be available on the ACC website 
(www.azcc.gov) and on epcor.com.

You’ll be receiving more information from us in the coming months, including where to find more 
information, what’s next in the ACC review process and how our customers can participate in the process. 

Our Customer Care team is available at 1-800-383-0834 or mywater@epcor.com to answer questions 
you may have about your service, your rates and your individual account.   

Best regards, 

Sheryl L. Hubbard
Director, Regulatory and Rates
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